Spellbinders Sketched Florals & Frame

Technique: Die Cutting/embossing  
Level: Beginner/Intermediate

TIME: 30 – 45 minutes

STAMPS:  
NONE

Spellbinders Monthly Kits:  
December Small Die of the Month – Sketched Florals & Frame  
December Glimmer Foil of the Month – Botanical Crest

ACCESSORIES:  
Platinum 6Die Cutting Machine  
Color Essentials Gems – Gold Mix  
Spellbinders, Simply Perfect Florets embossing Folder  
Polished Brass Glimmer Hot Foil  
Glimmer Hot foil machine  
Tape Runner

CARD STOCK AND DESIGNER PAPER:  
Hammermill #100 White  
Black  
Scrap  
Mirror Gold  
4-1/4 x 11 – score and fold at 5-1/2 – card base
4-1/4 x 5-1/2 – card front – embossed
3 x 4 – die cut floral outlines
4-1/4 x 5-1/2 – die cut frame
2 x 3 – glimmer foil and die cut sentiment
4-1/4 x 5-1/2 – die cut frame
TIP – use the inside cut out from the frame to die cut the gold leaves and floral overlays

DIRECTIONS:

1. Use the Simply Perfect Florets embossing folder to emboss the card front before attaching it to the card base.
2. Die cut the black and gold frames. Glue them together, offset a bit with the gold one on the bottom. Glue to the card front.
3. Use the center gold piece from the frame to die cut the leaves and flower overlays.
4. Cut the white floral blanks from the small white piece
5. Use a small blending brush to add Picked Raspberry Distress Oxide Ink to the center portion of the white floral blanks.
6. Use the Bearly Art Glue to attach the gold flower overlays to the white flower outlines
7. Use small pieces of scotch tape to secure the leave centers inside the outline die cut.
8. Glimmer foil the sentiment and die cut it with the coordinating die.
9. Use Foam Squares to attach the flowers
10. Use small pieces of foam squares to add the leaves.
11. Use Foam Squares to attach the sentiment.
12. Embellish with the Gold Gems.

Hope you enjoyed today’s card and here are the supplies I used. Affiliate links used where possible at no cost to you.
Onyx Color Essentials Cardstock 8.5"...

Bearly Art Original 4 fl oz Precision...

Journey Foam Squares - medium

Tim Holtz Distress Oxide Ink Pad...

Glimmer Hot Foil System - Spellbinders

Spellbinders PLATINUM 6 Die Cutting...

Glimmer Hot Foil Roll - Polished Brass

Glitter Standard Cutting Plates for...

Simon Says Stamp Blending Brush SET...

Simon Says Stamp Blending Brush SET...

The Total Package Club Membership -...

Die Hard Value Club Membership -...
Die & Stamp Addict Club
Membership...

[SPL]

Glimmer 'n Cut Value Club
Membership...
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